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Boselli presents for the first time a collection of fabrics for the sports sector,
presenting a new and unique proposal. Technical but elegant fabrics, the collection
highlights Boselli’s ability to unite style, fashion and technical performance,
thanks to the verticalization of the company - the research and creation of the
yarns, weaving with jacquard fabrics up to the treatments of dyeing and finishing,
all with the utmost respect for the environment, sustainability and with the use of
recycled yarns, always certified Oekotex , Reach and GRS.
The wide range of fabrics covers every need of the sports world: from the high
demands of the technical performance for competition garments, both in the
Olympic swimming pool and cycling up to the fabrics for technical and elegant
garments, for golf, tennis or to go to the office by bike.
The fabrics are presented in 6 groups, intended for different functions of use.
The BOSELLI CONCEPT sports book presents fabrics for different occasions of use.

ECO RECYCLED
Boselli’s ECO label fabrics are produced using recycled polyester yarn from postconsumer recycled plastic bottles. They have the GRS certification - Global Recycle
Standard by ICEA (Institute for Ethical and Environmental Certification), that has
inspected Boselli’s twisting, texturizing, sizing and weaving departments. The pre
treatment, the dyeing, and the finishing departments have been assessed and
satisfy all the requeriments of Global Recycle Standard.

BASE LAYER
Boselli’s BASE LAYER or SECOND SKIN fabrics includes all the fabrics that are worn
directly on the skin. These fabrics have a good moisture management performance,
warming effects and soft touch. They are mouldable and have no curling effect.
They present clean cut or freecut technology, and offer quick dry, ecofriendly
and recycled yarn. Mono and bi-stretch woven, high elastic recover, ultrafine and
ultralight in the construction. Around 50gr/s, it is perfect for technical underwear.

SECOND LAYER
Boselli’s SECOND LAYER fabrics are intended to be used between the outer and
base layers. They are used for warmth retention and muscle support in functional
garment system. These fabrics are tapeable, breathable, mouldable, mono or
4-way stretch. They are lightweight because the costruction is under 100gr/smt.
High yarn density for excellent technical performances as well as elastic modulus
in very fine fabrics for super comfort. Available in recycled from post-consumer
polyester yarn. Ecofriendly and sustainable GRS certificated fabrics. Thanks to the
Jacquard woven technology on top of the technical performances, Boselli’s sports
fabrics add a trendy and fashionable look.

OUTERWEAR
Boselli’s OUTERWEAR line is the range of sports fabrics with style. These wovens
present high recovery, easy care and solid and jacquard high yarn density. They
present textured surfaces and a 3D effect, adding a fashionable look to technical
performances.

LIFESTYLE
Boselli’s LIFESTYLE fabrics combine the requirements of sports with a fashionable
look. Excellent feel and optimal comfort are characteristics os this range of Boselli’s
fabrics, which are equally ideally suited for biking to the office, workout or yoga
session, as well as for golf or completing a business outfit.

WATER SPORTS
Boselli’s WATER SPORTS line are mono and bi-stretch woven fabrics for both high
technical competitions and fashion style.

E. BOSELLI & C.: Paola, Aldo and Marco Boselli: the fourth generation heading the Boselli Company founded
in 1898. Boselli is a verticalized company that controls the entire production process, from the yarn, to the
fabric up to the finishing, satisfying different uses: underwear, swimwear, apparel and sportswear, interior. The
entire production cycle is monitored and controlled. Attention to quality, service, respect for the environment,
safety and health of our People are values rooted in the company’s culture and history. The technology in the
company starts from the yarn in the twisting department, passing through texturing and bonding, weaving
and dyeing, followed by the finishing department for refinement, inspection and quality control. A warehouse
and an accredited laboratory complete the technological aspect. The creativity of the style department and
the technical department are always at the service of the Customers to realize their exclusive requests, with
proposals able to anticipate and satisfy the new needs and trends of the global market.
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